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Blanca Manchón suspects corruption in the vote of the Spanish Sailing Federation in favor of kite
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The, allegedly, “erroneous” vote of the Spanish Sailing Federation in favor of kiteboarding and against windsurfing increasingly looks like a soap opera, as 
Blanca Manchón stated last Tuesday on Spanish TV. The Spanish top female windsurfer charged against her country’s sailing federation for its vote against 
her sport, claiming the delegates must have received a “briefcase” with money, not caring about the future of the country’s successful windsurfers. 

This allegation is a long shot and Manchón, obviously, doesn’t provide any evidence to corroborate her claim. However, she claims that prior to voting the 
Spanish delegate gave a 25-minute speech where he detailed the reasons he was voting in favor of kite and, more importantly, why the other delegates should 
do the same. If that is true, then the official version of the vote being the result of “confusion” would be a simple fabrication…

One is, obviously, innocent until proven guilty but we still don’t understand why the Spanish Sailing Federation should have to lie about its vote in favor of 
kiteboarding…
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This is what Manchón stated on Spanish TV, last Tuesday: “I don’t think it was an error. It’s impossible, especially when you have two top people, like 
ourselves [she refers to Marina Alabau and herself] alternating medals. I don’t know… this is like a soap opera where you become aware of things. They 
simply got the briefcase, in my view, kept the money and didn’t care about anything else. 

“Not only did Spain vote in favor of kiteboarding, its delegate gave a 25-minute speech explaining why he was voting in favor of kite and why the rest 
should also vote in favor of kite. It’s a very strange thing, very strange. I think there was a lot of money involved because kiteboarding doesn’t yet exist in 
Spain, it’s not something you can say whether you like or not. 

“They threw down the drain the lives of many people, many kids that were moving to Puerto de Santa Maria [Olympic training center in southern Spain]. 
Their parents had to change schools, jobs, all that for nothing. 

“I will fight for what I can achieve and if it’s not Olympic, well, I will stick to my sport, I’ll try to be world champion, European champion. What else can I 
do? I will not betray my sport because I’m part of a federation that doesn’t really want me since they didn’t support me when it mattered.”
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1. P. ELVSTROM Says:
June 4th, 2012 at 8:09 am

When has corruption not been a part of the Olympics? I think al lot of people have been on the take from day one. I feel sorry for the sail-boarders. 
ISAF appears like they are working for something other than the sailors. When will it change? 

It seems like we have a lot of actual world class sailors in the upper ranks of ISAF but it appears business as usual. Money talks, BS walks. 

One question regarding the vote: who benefits from kiteboarding being in the 2016 Games? 

Former Olympian

2. ed Says:
June 5th, 2012 at 11:36 am

Who CARES!
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